The supplementary material includes description of scenarios that we developed to record emotionally charged
person-person interactions for the MPIIEmo dataset as
well as a summary of existing datasets for analysis of emotional expressions.
The details on scenarios and sub-scenarios are shown
in Fig. 1 - 7. Description of each scenario includes a short
background of the situation that led to a scene and a description of each sub-scenario that correspond to possible
developments. These descriptions were given to subjects
prior to recording and are used to guide their conversation. Fig. 1 - 7 also include example snapshots to illustrate
each of the recordings. For the purpose of illustration we
choose images from recordings of different pairs of subjects for every scenario.
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1. B is happy that A reminded him
and throws away the garbage.

2. B is angry about himself,
because A has needed to remind
him. A tries to calm him down, its
ok to forget once.

3. B is angry about the As irony. A
thinks that his remarks were ok and
becomes angry himself.

4. B is bewildered because he
knows that today is not his turn. A
forgot about it. A is surprised and
apologizes himself.

Scenario 1: “MuellWe”. Scenario description: A is in the kitchen, B comes in. A asks B with irony if he is perhaps the
next one to throw away the garbage. (A: white shirt, B: black shirt)

1. A is coming along and is happy
about the party. B is happy, that A
will join.

2. A was invited, but has a lot of
work to do and can’t come. She is
sad about it. B sympathizes with
her.

3. A is surprised. She didn’t know
about the party but she would like
to come along. B is happy about it.

4. The party is organized by the
company where A and B are both
together. A was not invited. She is
angry. She has the impression that
she is a second-class employee in
the company. B is surprised and
bewildered that A was not invited.

Scenario 2: “PartyPe”. Scenario description: A is in the kitchen, B comes in. B asks A if she is also coming to the
party. (A: grey pullover, B: green pullover)
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1. A is happy and says thank you.
B is happy that she could do A a
favor.

2. A is surprised and happy that B
brought a new flavour. B is proud
that she discovered it.

3. A ist angry because B didn’t
bring what he asked for. B is sad
that she made a mistake. Actually,
she was looking forward to do a
favour for A.

4. A reacts indifferently. B is
irritated and angry, she was
expecting to be thanked for making
an effort.

Scenario 3: “Mitbrin”. Scenario description: B comes back from shopping and gives A a pack of candy that A asked
her to buy. A reacts in various ways. (A: male person, B: female person)

1. A is happy together with B.

2. A applied for the same job, but
didn’t get it. A is angry at B,
because B took away the job from
A and on top of that talks about it
happily.

3. A is sad because it means that B
will be moving away soon. They
were very good friends. B also
becomes sad when he thinks about
it.

4. A is surprised because B told
him before that the job was very
difficult to get. B is proud of
hermself.

Scenario 4: “JobOffe”. Scenario description: B has just learned that she passed a job interview for a position that she
wanted for a long time. She enters the kitchen and talks about it happily. (A: white shirt, B: black shirt)

1. B’s girlfriend broke up with him.
B is very sad and talks about it. A
has sympathy for B and tries to
solace him.

2. B’s girlfriend broke up with him.
B is very sad and talks about it. A
is angry at B’s ex-girlfriend.

3. B broke up with his girlfriend.
He is happy about it, because she
got on his nerves since a long time.
A is bewildered that B is not sad
because of the break up.

4. B broke up with his girlfriend.
He is happy about it, because she
got on his nerves since a long time.
A is sad because he was getting
along with B’s ex-girlfriend very
well.

Scenario 5: “SplitUp”. Scenario description: B and his girlfriend broke up. B comes into the kitchen. A is there too.
(A: female person, B: male person)
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1. A is angry that B arrives so late.
B is sorry.

2. A is angry and points out with
irony how late B is. B is
textbfangry because of the irony.

3. B apologizes immediately, A is
fine with it.

4. A is surprised that B finally
arrived after all. B is sorry.

Scenario 6: “ZuSpaet”. Scenario description: A und B were supposed to meet at home to go climbing together. B is
half an hour late. A is waiting in the kitchen, B comes in a hurry. (A: male person, B: female person)

1. A is surprised and very happy
that he can go on a trip with B for
free.

2. A has exams during the time of
the trip and can’t go. Both are
disappointed and sad.

3. A hates trips on a ship. B has
already registered A for the trip.
This makes A angry. A thinks that
B should have known that he
would rather not go on the sea trip.

4. B is surprised and bewildered
that B wants to go on this trip,
because it will be his exam time.
However, A is still happy that B
takes him on the trip.

Scenario 7: “ReiseGe”. Scenario description: B just learned that he won two tickets for a journey on a cruise ship. He
is extremely happy about it and since he has an extra ticket he would like to take A with him. B goes to the kitchen to
tell A about it. (A: person on the left, B: person on the right)
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talk show
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English
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Table 8: Comparison of different available datasets for studying affective bodily expressions in interactions. The datasets presented here
are a subset of the ones listed in [4].

MPIIEmo
(ours)

Metanet [2]

Belfast
naturalistic
dataset [3]

SEMAINE
[6]

Vera am
Mittag [5]

IEMOCAP
[1]

USC Creative IT [7]
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